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LEARN TO EMULATE GREAT AUTHORS 
DURING UM W RITING RETREAT
MISSOULA, Mont. -
Tom Groneberg, author of “The Secret Life of Cowboys,” said one University of 
Montana course changed his life.
“Within a year of completing the lessons, I signed a contract with a major publishing 
house,” Groneberg said. “I couldn’t have done it without this class.”
The intensive writing course he raves about is Stealing From Thieves: Learn and 
Practice the Fiction Techniques of Great Authors. Taught by noted Montana author Colin 
Hester, the next installment of the class offers a three-day writing retreat July 21-23 and then 
instruction via UMOnline through Nov. 3.
The course focuses on fiction techniques such as painting vivid landscapes, writing 
authentic dialogue, crafting beautiful sentences and constructing compelling beginnings and 
haunting endings.
“This course has been extremely popular for years among students who are serious 
about writing fiction,” said Candice Merrill, the course organizer. “We’ve had two students
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The course costs $675, and the registration deadline is July 14. The fee includes lunch 
on Saturday, July 22, but participants are responsible for the remainder of their meals, 
transportation and lodging. For registration or lodging information, contact Merrill at 406-243- 
6431 or e-mail candice.merrill@umontana.edu.
Hester, the retreat leader and instructor, can be reached at 406-327-8553 or 
colin.hester@umontana.edu. He has taught writing at the University of Colorado and UM, and 
his first published novel, “Diamond Sutra,” received enthusiastic reviews.
Information also is available online at http://www.montanasummer.com. Select 
“Summer Spectrum - CE” and then “Featured Courses.” Look for “Stealing From Thieves.” 
The course offers the option of three undergraduate or graduate credits.
“Enrollment is limited, so people should sign up soon,” Merrill said. “Last year we 
had students from across Montana, as well as Arkansas, Idaho and Wyoming. The students 
said it’s great to meet and connect during the retreat before the course goes online.”
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